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The first Deflationary token of the
ecosystem
Ethereum Classic

A PROTOCOL WHERE SAFECLASSIC COIN HOLDERS WILL 

BE REWARDED! COIN BURNING OCCURS WITH EVERY 

TRANSACTION!



Overview

The DeFi space has exploded in the recent months. 
Yield Farming, Staking and
Liquidity Mining have taken the space by storm, 
with participants earning by basically
"locking" their tokens for a time.

SafeClassic Protocol aims to solve the problems of 
prior cryptocurrencies including mining rewards, 
farming
rewards, and liquidity provisioning. Mining 
equipment can be both costly and harmful to the 
environment, but mining remains
of interest due to the opportunities afforded by it. As 
an easy alternative to mining rewards, we propose 
allowing users to
participate in a smart contract token reflection to 
produce tokens inside their own wallet. Another 
challenge remains to
facilitate and maintain liquidity on decentralized 
exchanges.



Token Reflection
SafeClassic resides within a class of token that 
rewards investors just for
holding, the amount of rewards received 
increases over time the longer an
investor holds for.

Traditional mining is both costly and 
inconvenient for the user. Frictionless, static 
reflection rewards accrue by
simply holding your tokens, and features an 
innovative hold-farming reward structure that 
stands out from conventional
pool-farming rewards. The idea behind this 
function is to eliminate token dependencies that 
have created problems in the
past, including, but not limited to:

1. Pooling funds in unverified 3rd party smart
contracts;
2. External website interfaces;
3. Transaction fees needed to claim rewards.



Token Economics

Symbol: $SAFECLASSIC

Total Supply:1,000,000,000

5% Bounty campaign

5% of Advisors

20% Founders and Team

35% Reserved Funding

35% Tokens for HebeSwap LP

Tax Fee

6% is Tax Fee

1% of tokens are burned

4% is Redistributed to all existing 
holders

1% is added to the SafeClassic 
Ecosystem Growth Fund



RoadMap
(Sep - Nov 2022)

Advertisements of our token, Marketing Campaign, 
Contract Deployment and Technical Audit, Listing 
on HebeSwap

(Jan - Feb 2023)

CoinGecko listing, CoinMarketCap listing, 5000 
holders, Telegram 50000 members, Influencer 

marketing push

(Nov - Dec 2022)

$75k fundraising for LP, 1000 holders, 
Telegram 20000 members, 1st airdrop

(Feb - Jun 2023)

 CEX listing, 2nd Airdrop, 25000 holders, 
ClassicSwap release

(Jun - Dec 2023)

ClassicWallet, ClassicCard, 
ClassicLaunchpad release



General Info

https://twitter.com/safeclassic

https://t.me/safeclassicofficial

https://safeclassic.com

https://safeclassic.com/
https://twitter.com/safeclassic
https://t.me/safeclassicofficial



